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                We couldn't find the page you were looking for. This is either because:

	There is an error in the URL entered into your web browser. Please check the URL and try again.
	The page you are looking for has been moved or deleted.



  You can return to our homepage by clicking here, or you can try searching for the
  content you are seeking by clicking here.
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                  [image: Dear team, we are so proud to announce the new release of Cheeky Worries!   Many of you have been with us on the journey from self-publication and now to being published by Jessica Kingsley Publishers an imprint of Hodder &amp; Stoughton.   It&rsquo;]
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                  [image: Lovely review from the brilliant @ivyslibrary! Check them out. Big love to all our Cheeky Worriers at this weirdest of times x]
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                  [image: @emma_watkins112, what a beautiful post and thank you for sharing one of your cheeky worries! I had one that a burly trucker was going to break into my Travelodge room on the A40...they didn&rsquo;t and I was fine. 🦉]
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                  [image: Happy world book day everyone! Thanks to our friends at &lsquo;The Word&rsquo; bookshop in New Cross who are featuring us this week. #hasanyonegotaspareowloutfit]
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                  [image: We&rsquo;re in the shops! Thanks to the lovely team @reviewbookshop Peckham. #childrensbooks #cheekyworries]
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                  [image: Yash and Neha enjoying cheeky worries. Thanks Neha for sending in the photo.]
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                  [image: Delighted the books have arrived, looking beautiful. If you&rsquo;d like to order one that would be great, www.cheekyworries.com]
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